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IntroductionIntroduction
We welcome you to a distinctive and impact filled experience. This report and the discussion of your findings with a
certified Lions Lead Leadership Advisor will provide you with powerful insights. Our processes will illuminate how you
think, react and make choices so that you can be more intentional and purposeful. We accomplish this, in part, with how
we approach the evaluation process. We call it CABCAB.

CompetenciesCompetencies are a specific group of interacting attributes and skills
required to be proficient.
For example, if one is considered competent, they are accomplished in
several specific skills.

AttributesAttributes are concisely stated concepts or qualities measured by
behaviors that describe a person. For example, if someone possesses
high Self-Awareness, they likely know, discern and lead themselves
well.

BehaviorsBehaviors are specific, measurable actions and reactions of how we
conduct ourselves. For example, a behavior of the attribute, Managing

Emotions is Recognizing EmotionsRecognizing Emotions.

All Lions Lead products are comprised of specific, applicable competencies, represented by multiple attributes from
uniquely focused instruments (e.g. Leadership Traits, Emotional Intelligence, and Critical Thinking) and measured by
respective, associated behaviors.

To provide you with robust, revealing insights, we apply our 5T process to foster the internalization of your findings and
pathway to transformationtransformation.

• Translate.Translate. We TranslateTranslate content focused competencies into recognizable attributes measured by a series of
behaviors. Personality and 360 feedback instruments are helpful, but often miss the mark of critical behaviors
that shape performance.

• Truth-Telling.Truth-Telling. Our clients report that the discussion of their findings pinpoints insights that are like Truth-TellingTruth-Telling
heat seeking missiles. The value of the findings debrief is its ability to generate powerful, life-changing
conversations initiated and stimulated by the client.

• Trust.Trust. We know that earning trusttrust precedes transformation. It is a sacred exchange that we prize and know we
have to earn and deserve. We accomplish this by being competent, trustworthy, safe and focused on the people
we serve.

• TestifyTestify. Because of the Truth-Telling, clients TestifyTestify that the findings are accurate, equip them to know what to
do to improve and are motivated to change.

• Timely.Timely. Clients also reveal that not only are the findings accurate, but they supply such TimelyTimely insights that
years of observation and training do not provide. Knowing if people fit, can work together and possess the
capabilities and capacity for the future in such a short time frame is timeless.

We are grateful for the opportunity to serve you on your adventure toward excellence.

Journey with grace, humility, courage, and wisdom,

The Lions Lead Team and its associated partners
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SummarySummary
Leadership Character FoundationLeadership Character Foundation

10 Personal ObjectivityPersonal Objectivity

7 Integrates ValuesIntegrates Values

8 Self-AssessmentSelf-Assessment

9 TransparencyTransparency

9 PassionPassion

8 Builds TrustBuilds Trust

10 LoyalLoyal

10 Empowers OthersEmpowers Others

Self-ControlSelf-Control
8 Self-AwarenessSelf-Awareness

10 Managing EmotionsManaging Emotions

10 Stress ManagementStress Management

9 Principles in ActionPrinciples in Action

2 ApprehensionApprehension

7 ResilienceResilience

9 RationalityRationality

ExcellenceExcellence
5 ConscientiousnessConscientiousness

9 Attention to DetailAttention to Detail

8 EmpathyEmpathy

9 Customer FocusCustomer Focus

8 DriveDrive

9 Social ConfidenceSocial Confidence

StrategyStrategy
9 StrategyStrategy

7 ConceptualConceptual

8 FocusFocus

9 OriginalityOriginality

8 Openness to ChangeOpenness to Change

10 DisruptorDisruptor

3 Critical ThinkingCritical Thinking

Decision MakingDecision Making
9 Analytical ThinkingAnalytical Thinking

9 InnovationInnovation

3 Problem SolvingProblem Solving

9 KnowledgeKnowledge

4 IntuitionIntuition

8 DecisivenessDecisiveness

9 AssertivenessAssertiveness



CommunicationCommunication
9 CommunicationCommunication

8 Listening SkillsListening Skills

9 Social SkillsSocial Skills

9 DiscernmentDiscernment

9 Self-AssuranceSelf-Assurance

4 InstinctsInstincts

CollaborationCollaboration
8 RelationshipsRelationships

8 AttentivenessAttentiveness

2 IndependenceIndependence

9 Group FocusGroup Focus

7 CommunicativenessCommunicativeness

9 AgreeablenessAgreeableness

ExecutionExecution
7 AchievementAchievement

9 FinanceFinance

9 Project ManagementProject Management

9 OrganizedOrganized

10 Applies JudgmentApplies Judgment

8 CompetitivenessCompetitiveness

9 MotivationMotivation
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Self-ControlSelf-Control
Leading and managing others begins with knowing and leading yourself. Effective leaders have learned the wisdom of
governing themselves through heightened self-awareness, self-control, and self-discipline. These leaders value all
people and discern right from wrong, regardless of its impact on them. Under situations of increased stress, they slow
down and manage their responses to ensure that their thoughts, feelings, and actions have a productive outcome. Erratic
leaders, on the other hand, lack insight into their own mindset, feelings, emotions, and impulses, and frequently
mismanage their responses leading to less than optimal outcomes for themselves and others.

Leaders who practice the Pillar of Self-Control are deeply respected and are great role models of how leaders should
behave. This, in turn stirs others to live a similar example.

Self-ControlSelf-Control

AttributeAttribute Quadrant AQuadrant A Quadrant BQuadrant B Quadrant CQuadrant C Quadrant DQuadrant D

Self-AwarenessSelf-Awareness

Managing EmotionsManaging Emotions

Stress ManagementStress Management

Principles in ActionPrinciples in Action

ApprehensionApprehension

ResilienceResilience

RationalityRationality

LowLow AverageAverage HighHigh
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Self-ControlSelf-Control

Attribute: Self-Awareness (Emotional Intelligence)Attribute: Self-Awareness (Emotional Intelligence)

What is it?What is it?
This attribute measures a leader’s behavior to honestly discern one’s goals, purpose,
strengths, limitations, values, beliefs, emotions, and impulses and then, live and lead with
confidence, authenticity and humility.

Why is it important?Why is it important?
An accurate knowledge and understanding of YOURSELF as a leader is the most
fundamental cornerstone of Leadership without which almost all other attributes are negated.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

• Defines goals, life purpose, and values
• Clearly understands own strengths and limitations
• Knows and understands own thoughts, feelings, impulses
• Understands and anticipates likely reactions to situations before they happen
• Guides decisions and actions with own values and belief

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

• Lacks clarity of own strengths and limitations
• Unaware of or misinterprets their impact on others
• Unaware of own thoughts, feelings, triggers, impulses
• Unaware of the effects of external situations on self
• Struggles with self-criticism and negative attitudes

Your Result:Your Result:

88

Highly competent leaders score in this range. Leaders who practice self-awareness at this
level know themselves, read people/situations well and seek constructive criticism. They use
the skills and wisdom gained from self-abasement and self-discipline as a platform to lead
with humble influence. Your score suggests that you may share some of these attributes.

Reflections Based onReflections Based on
Your Result:Your Result:

Based on your results and relative to the desired and low performance behaviors what
insights do you have about your performance on this leadership attribute?

Recommendations:Recommendations:
As a key leadership attribute, actively seek out opportunities to learn more about yourself
and how you show up. Search for any truths you need to consider. Change any self-
awareness misunderstandings you may display.

Take Note of TheseTake Note of These
Correlations andCorrelations and

Their Implications:Their Implications:

The most pivotal combination of attributes in the Seven Pillars is between Self-AwarenessSelf-Awareness,
Managing EmotionsManaging Emotions and RationalityRationality. If one’s ability to know and understand self is suspect,
then the skills of accurately assessing and gauging emotions along with exerting patience
before reacting are likely to be impaired or erratic.
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Team RolesTeam Roles

Three of the instruments in The Seven Pillars of Leadership Wisdom© battery evaluate your team role strengths and
capacity derived from the work of Dr. Meredith Belbin. Dr. Belbin has researched, tested and developed the Belbin Team
Role Model extensively over the last 40 years.

Your team role feedback is presented in three formats. The first factor is your team role preferences based upon the
findings of the personal traits instrument. The chart below identifies your primary team role strength and your secondary
team role strength. The second factor is emotional intelligence. The analysis provided by the emotional intelligence
instrument reveals your capacity and flexibility to play multiple team roles.

The third factor is critical thinking. Belbin and his research team discovered that critical thinking has a direct impact on
team members' interaction and the quality of decisions they reach. The combination of the team role, emotional
intelligence and critical thinking factors, provides you with a comprehensive analysis for you to know your functional
strength and to identify areas for personal growth.

Team Role StrengthTeam Role Strength

The chart below illustrates your team role analysis according to your primary strength and secondary strength. Review
the respective definitions for each team role function and characteristics.

Team MemberTeam Member CoordinatorCoordinator ShaperShaper PlantPlant MonitorMonitor
ResourceResource

InvestigatorInvestigator

TeamTeam

WorkerWorker

Completer /Completer /

ImplementerImplementer

Sample User Secondary Primary

Team WorkerTeam Worker Team Workers often play a supportive role filling the gaps created by other members’
strengths and shortcomings. They communicate well with other team members and foster
team spirit. They are good listeners and promote unity in an effort to minimize conflict. The
strengths of Team Workers are humility, flexibility, popularity and good listening skills. Their
weaknesses are often a lack of decisiveness and discomfort with friction and competition.

PlantPlant Plants advance new ideas and strategies with particular focus to major issues and look for
possible solutions to the problems confronting the team. Plants are a team’s source of
original ideas, suggestions and proposals. However, Plants need to be aware that an
overuse of their innovation can create an overload of new ideas and even paralyze the
discussion and implementation of strategies. They can become bored with tactical
discussions and disinterested in the decision making process.
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Team RolesTeam Roles

Team RoleTeam Role DefinitionsDefinitions

Coordinator
Coordinators create the way team effort is applied. They facilitate and direct the setting of objectives and keep the team on

course. Great Coordinators draw all team members to participate in order to build shared values and to achieve the desired

outcomes. Effective Coordinators build trust in teams through their confidence, humility and maturity.

Shaper

Shapers influence the way teams function by setting and emphasizing objectives and priorities. Their strong personalities

can be sharp and edgy. In their desire for excellence, they can push ideas, discussions and debates so they may achieve the

outcomes they desire. Shapers are important to the team’s success, but they need to be careful not to overuse or abuse their

influence by becoming critical or cynical.

Plant

Plants advance new ideas and strategies with particular focus to major issues and look for possible solutions to the problems

confronting the team. Plants are a team’s source of original ideas, suggestions and proposals. However, Plants need to be

aware that an overuse of their innovation can create an overload of new ideas and even paralyze the discussion and

implementation of strategies. They can become bored with tactical discussions and disinterested in the decision making

process.

Monitor

Monitors carefully evaluate ideas and suggestions in comparison to desired outcomes to determine accuracy and balance.

They are often capable of analyzing large quantities of data and are generally deliberate, stable and introverted. They may

not come up with original ideas, but their clear, critical thinking stops teams from heading down misguided discussions and

rabbit trails. Monitors are objective and dependable, but can lack warmth and appear hypercritical and overly serious.

Resource
Investigator

Resource Investigators tasks are to explore and report on ideas, developments and resources outside the group. They

create external contacts and networks that may be useful to the team immediately and/or in future endeavors. Leaders who

are identified as Resource Investigators need to be cautious that their discussion of ideas does not become excessive or

dominating. Frequently such leaders protract discussion of ideas to the point where critical decisions are delayed and/or

deferred.

Team
Worker

Team Workers often play a supportive role filling the gaps created by other members’ strengths and shortcomings. They

communicate well with other team members and foster team spirit. They are good listeners and promote unity in an effort to

minimize conflict. The strengths of Team Workers are humility, flexibility, popularity and good listening skills. Their

weaknesses are often a lack of decisiveness and discomfort with friction and competition.

Completer /
Implementer

Completers/Implementers bring a strong tactical focus to team discussions. In contrast to Plant and Resource Investigators,

Completers/Implementers prefer accurate, detailed follow-through to help their teams with timelines and schedules. As

committed planners, they translate concepts and ideas into objectives and outcomes in order to achieve quality deliverables.

Because of their attention to detail and sense of urgency, others can perceive them as intolerant, overbearing and

independent.
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Workout PlanWorkout Plan

1. Describe the kind of leader and person you would want others to think and share about1. Describe the kind of leader and person you would want others to think and share about
you.you.

2. After reviewing my profile, what changes would l like to see one year if I dedicated2. After reviewing my profile, what changes would l like to see one year if I dedicated
myself to accomplishing my goals?myself to accomplishing my goals?

3. What is the top improvement I want to accomplish this year to increase my leadership3. What is the top improvement I want to accomplish this year to increase my leadership
influence?influence?

4. What are the things that could prevent me from reaching the results I want?4. What are the things that could prevent me from reaching the results I want?

5. On a scale of 1 – 10 (1 = I am curious about this process; 10 = I will not let anything5. On a scale of 1 – 10 (1 = I am curious about this process; 10 = I will not let anything
stop me from achieving these goals), what is my number and why?stop me from achieving these goals), what is my number and why?
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Fishers, IN

www.TheLionsLead.com
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